Special Issue on Comparative Economics

Call for Papers

Comparative Economics focuses on the comparative study of economic systems. These economic systems can be those currently existing as well as existed in the past or exist only in theory, which consist of economic agents, institutions, incentives, information flows, culture, historical legacies and policies. Comparative Economics studies how these components function in economic systems and how they influence the economic performance of systems, in which the comparisons may be used to examine the economic systems of real countries, or compare the principles of different economic theories.

In this special issue, we intend to invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original research and review articles on exploring Comparative Economics. Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Comparative business economics
- Comparative developing economics
- Comparative dynamic economics
- Comparative educational economics
- Comparative political economics
- Comparative static economics
- Comparative system economics
- Comparative urban economics

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal’s Paper Submission System.

Please kindly specify the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title. The research field “Special Issue - Comparative Economics” should be selected during your submission.

Special Issue Timetable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Submission Deadline</th>
<th>May 15th, 2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>May 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guest Editor: